...it begins with you and me!

R-E-C-Y-C-L-E
(To the tune of RESPECT)

We're here to tell you, recycling saves money
And protects the earth, what a deal honey
All we're asking's for you to recycle
Hey baby, reduce and reuse

Ain't gonna tell you wrong, recycling's right
Everybody get behind it, with all your might
All we're asking's for you to recycle
Hey baby, reduce and reuse

Ooh recycling, helps keep things green
Guess what, we need you on the team
All we're asking's for you to recycle
Hey baby, reduce and reuse

R-E-C-Y-C-L-E, it begins with you and me
R-E-C-Y-C-L-E, it's our responsibility
All we're asking's for you to recycle
Hey baby, reduce and reuse
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